In this paper, we proposed an hybrid algorithm combining particle swarm optimisation with the simulated annealing (PSO-SA) to solve the flowshop problem with coupled-operations in the presence of the time lags. The criterion to minimise is the makespan. To verify the performance of the hybridised algorithm, computational experiments are performed and the obtained results are compared with the simulated annealing and PSO algorithms. However, the experimental results show that the PSO-SA performs better than the others approaches. Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Meziani, N., Boudhar, M. and Oulamara, A. (2018) 'PSO and simulated annealing for the two-machine flowshop scheduling problem with coupled-operations', European J.
Introduction
The flowshop scheduling problem which consists of process n tasks on m machines in the same order is one of the frequently problem encountered an industrial processes workshop, manufacturing systems and assembly workshops. In the literature, authors studied several types of the flowshop problems with different variants. In addition to solve these problems, they developed different approaches such as exact solutions, heuristics and metaheuristics. The exact methods can be solved optimally problems with small size instances. When the problem size increases, the computational time of exact methods grows exponentially, then, others techniques are applied to solve problems to find solutions in acceptable time. However, several research focused to develop these techniques which classified into two classes. The first class is the constructive method which contains constructive heuristics and the second class defined by improvement method where we found metaheuristics. Recently, metaheuristics become a popular approach used to solve a large number of combinatorial optimisation problems in several areas. In particular, particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is the one of the latest metaheuristic methods in the literature which has been applied successfully to the scheduling problems in which we find little works in the literature. Tasgetiren et al. (2004b) are the first to develop PSO algorithm for solving the scheduling problem to a single machine to minimise total weighted tardiness, as they have proposed (Tasgetiren et al., 2004a) a PSO for both problems, permutation flowshop to minimise the makespan and maximum lateness, respectively. Still, for the permutation flowshop problem, Zhigang et al. (2006b) presented an algorithm for PSO to minimise the makespan and Tasgetiren et al. (2007) have suggested the PSO algorithm for minimising the makespan and total flow. For the flowshop without delay, Kennedy and Eberhart (1997) introduced a PSO in order to minimise the makespan and total flow. Changsheng et al. (2008) adapted a PSO to solve the classical flowshop problem in order to minimise the completion date of processing jobs. For the same purpose, Sha and Cheng (2006) have suggested a hybrid PSO, and Zhigang et al. (2006a) proposed PSO, to solve the job shop problem. Karsan and Karimi (2009) have introduced a discrete PSO to minimise the makespan criterion on parallel machines.
In this work, we proposed to solve the flowshop problem on two machines with coupled-operations by developing heuristics and metaheuristics. The problem consists to schedule n tasks on two machines. Each task comprises two operations which to be processed by the first machine and one operation by the second machine. Furthermore, we assume that an exact time delay (or time lag) L j must elapse between the completion of the first operation and the start of the second operation of task j on the first machine. The goal is to find a schedule which minimises the makespan (C max ).
The motivation of the coupled-task problem stems from a scheduling problem of radar tasks which consists in the emission of the pulses and the reception of answers after the time interval. This problem appears also in workshops chemical productions where one machine must carry out several operations of the same task and an exact delay is imposed between the executions of each two consecutive operations due to the chemical reactions.
The coupled-task scheduling problem was first introduced by Shapiro (1980) . Each coupled-task consists of two different operations that require processing times a j and b j , respectively, which are carried out on one machine in the order. The two operations are separated by an exact time lag L j . This problem is known to be strongly NP-hard. Orman and Potts (1997) studied the coupled-task problem on one machine in order to minimise the C max . As these problems are difficult, the problem 1/Coup − T ask, a j = a, L j = l, b j = b/C max was left open by these authors and for which others were interested. Ahr et al. (2004) proposed an exact algorithm using the dynamic programming which allows to resolve the problem for small instances where L j is fixed. This algorithm was adapted by Brauner et al. (2009) to resolve a coupled-task problem motivated by the time management problems of cyclic production with robots.
Few works were realised by adding constraints to the coupled-task problem. Blazewicz et al. (2010) proved that the polynomial problem 1/Coup − task, a j = b j = 1, L j = l/C max is NP-hard by adding a precedence constraint between the coupled-tasks. Yu et al. (2004) proved that the problem on two machines Simonin et al. (2010) studied the coupled-tasks problem in the presence of the treatment tasks. As our knowledge, the flowshop problem on two machines with coupled-operations on the first machine and one operation on the second machine has not been tackled in the literature. Meziani et al. (2014) are the first to prove that the problems
They also presented the complexity of some subproblems in Meziani et al. (2012 Meziani et al. ( , 2014 .
In the following of this paper, we proposed heuristics that consider the time lags with several tests to resolve the general NP-hard problem Meziani et al. (2012) . We also presented the hybrid algorithm (PSO-SA) that combined particle swarm optimisation with simulated annealing. To evaluate the performance of hybrid method, we conducted a series of experiments and we compared its results with those obtained by applying the PSO and the SA for solve the same problem in this paper. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the flowshop problem with the coupled-operations on the first machine and we give lower bounds of the problem in Section 3. The proposed heuristics are presented in Section 4 with metaheuristics. In Section 5, we provide and discuss the computational results. Finally, Section 6 summarises the concluding remarks. Orman and Potts (1997) studied the complexity of the coupled-tasks problem on a single machine and they derive several results depending of values of a j , L j and b j . Therefore, they provide a classification of these problems depending on their complexity. In the case of single machine, the coupled-tasks problem is NP-hard and its remains NP-hard in the case of flowshop environment. However, we interested to the polynomial problem studied by these authors. By adding one machine to get two-machine flowshop problem with coupled-operation on the first machine and one operation on the second machine, we obtain the problem for which we interested. In this paper, we examined the flowshop scheduling problem on two machines which we described as follows. We consider the flowshop problem with two machines for which we must schedule a set of n jobs or tasks. Each job (see Figure 1 ) is composed of a coupled-operations O 1,j and an operation O 2,j to be processed on the first and the second machine, respectively. The coupled-operations O 1,j of job j is described by a triplet (a j , L j , b j ), where a j and b j represent the processing times of the first and the second operation of coupled-operations O 1,j . The value L j is the exact time lag between the first and the second operation of the coupled-operations O 1,j . The operation O 2,j is described by it processing time c j . The execution of operation O 2,j starts only if the coupled-operations O 1,j is completed. The objective is to minimise the total completion time C max .
Problem description

Lower bounds
In this section, we propose lower bounds for the problem
{c j } is a lower bound for the makespan.
Proof: All jobs must be executed on the first machine, then a value
lower bound for the total completion time of jobs on the first machine. Furthermore, at least one job should be processed on the second machine.
Proposition 2: LB
c j is a lower bound for the makespan.
Proof:
c j is a lower bound for the total completion time of jobs on the second machine. However, the jobs processing on the second machine can start only if the processing of at least one job is completed on the first machine.
{L j } is a lower bound of the coupled-task problem on one machine with exact time lags. It is deduced from the relaxed problem where b j = 0. Further, at least one job must be processed on the second machine.
{L j } is a lower bound of the coupled-task problem on one machine with exact time lags. It is deduced from the relaxed problem where a j = 0. Further, at least one job must be processed on the second machine.
Consequently, LB = max{LB 1 , LB 2 , LB 3 , LB 4 } is also a lower bound.
Proposed methods
Heuristics
In this section, we propose several heuristics to solve the problem Meziani et al. (2014) have proved that this problem is NP-hard. These heuristics are based on the uses of priority rules (LP T and SP T ), which are applied to the processing time (a j , b j , c j ) or to the time lags (L j ). The first step begins by arranging jobs according the cited order above and the second step uses the Serial or the Parallel Selection. The principle of the Serial Selection is as follows: the job with higher priority is selected and scheduled as soon as possible. The principle of the Parallel Selection is: at each time t for which there is an available machine, process among the ready jobs, the job with higher priority. We have also introduced the Johnson rule (Johnson, 1954) in the conception of one of them. Heuristics 1, 2 and 3 run in O(nlogn) if the serial selection is applied and in O(n 2 ) in the case of the parallel selection. The heuristic 4 runs in O(n 2 ).
Heuristic 1
1 Sort the jobs in non-increasing order of their
2 Use the serial (respectively parallel) selection to determine the sequence of jobs to be scheduled by interleaving them.
Heuristic 2
1 Sort the jobs in non-decreasing order of their
2 Use the Serial (respectively Parallel) Selection to determine the sequence of jobs to be scheduled by interleaving them.
Heuristic 3
2 Sort the jobs according to Johnson rule.
3 Use the serial (respectively parallel) selection to determine the sequence of jobs to be scheduled by interleaving them.
Heuristic 4 (H * )
1 Build two jobs lists l 1 and l 2 by scheduling jobs in non-increasing order of their a j and b j , respectively.
2 For each job of l 1 , browse the list of jobs l 2 and interleave the job of l 1 with the first job non-interleaved of l 2 .
Metaheuristic
Particle swarm optimisation
The PSO is an optimisation method introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) . This method is inspired by the collective behaviour of insects colonies such as fish schools and birds flocks. Indeed, it is surprising how these animals move in one direction, sometimes splitting into two groups to avoid a predator and reforming the original group. Each individual uses local information to which it can access on the displacement of its nearest neighbours to decide on its own movement. Simple rules such as 'stay relatively close to other individuals', 'move in the same way', 'go at the same speed', are sufficient to maintain group cohesion and allow complex collective behaviours and adapted. The PSO is designed for optimising continuous nonlinear functions. It based on a population called swarm, consisting of a set of individuals randomly arranged initially. Each individual is a particle representing a potential solution to the problem optimisation. Let f the fitness function to be minimised and N p the number of particles or the size of the swarm. Each particle k can be represented at iteration t by the following characteristics: : the velocity of the particle k at the dimension d = 1, n.
2 Each particle k remembers its best position obtained until iteration t denoted by P
is the best position of the best particle in the swarm until iteration t.
4 The current velocity of the d th dimension of the particle is updated according to equation
the inertia weight which is a parameter to control the impact of the previous velocity on the current velocity c 1 , c 2 two positives constants used to decide whether the particles prefer moving toward to
5 The position vector of the particle k at iteration t is given by X
The best position of each particle is updated using:
And the global best position found so far in the swarm population is obtained as:
In our case, the objective f is to minimise the makespan C max . So, to calculate this value, we must, in the first, schedule the jobs on the tow machines, according to their sequence in the vector position, by using a list algorithm. Then, we calculate the total completion time on the second machine.
The pseudocode of the PSO algorithm is given by Algorithm 1. The application of this method is not limited on continuous space search since many optimisation problems are defined on discrete domains. However, some researchers have developed different versions of the discrete PSO algorithms and applied them to discrete optimisation problems, especially in workshops scheduling. Then, authors have proposed discrete PSO algorithms for some problems (Karsan and Karimi, 2009; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1997; Quan-Ke et al., 2008) . 
Algorithm 1: Particle Swarm Optimization
Input parameters : t := 0; Np; for k := 1 to Np do X t k := Generate a particle at random;
t:=t+1; until ; stopping criterion are true.
The proposed PSO
Solution representation
One of the key issues in designing the PSO algorithm lies in its solution representation, where particles bear the necessary information related to the problem domain or hand. In our proposed PSO algorithm, each particle is represented by an array whose length is equal to the number of tasks. Each element indicates the position of the task j on the machine. 
Update of particle
The behavior of a particle is a compromise between three choices: find its own position (X t k ), to go towards its personnel best position (P t k ), and to go towards the global best position in the whole population (P t g ). The position of the particle at iteration t can be updated as follows (Quan-Ke et al. (2008) ):
The proposed PSO
Solution representation
One of the key issues in designing the PSO algorithm lies in its solution representation, where particles bear the necessary information related to the problem domain or hand. In our proposed PSO algorithm, each particle is represented by an array whose length is equal to the number of tasks. Each element indicates the position of the task j on the machine. 2 Update of particle The behaviour of a particle is a compromise between three choices: find its own position (X t k ), to go towards its personnel best position (P t k ), and to go towards the global best position in the whole population (P t g ). The position of the particle at iteration t can be updated as follows (Quan-Ke et al., 2008) :
The update equation consists of three components. The first component is λ
k ), which represents the velocity of the particle and F 1 is the mutation operator with the probability of w such as:
with r a random real number uniformly distributed in [0, 1].
The second component is δ
), which is the cognition part of the particle. In this component, F 2 represents the crossover operator with the probability of c 1 . Note that λ t k and P t−1 k will be the first and second parent for the crossover operator, respectively. It results either in δ
), which is the social part of the particle. In this component, F 3 represents the crossover operator with the probability of c 2 . Note that δ t k and P t−1 g will be the first and second parents for the crossover operator, respectively. Then
depending on the choice of a uniform random number.
a Mutation There are several formulas for mutation operator applied the genetic algorithms. Then, we choose the mutation in the reverse order that we apply to all particles. This operator consists to select randomly two points of the sequence (parent) which determine a block of jobs (sub array of consecutive jobs). In the new sequence, the order jobs of this block are reversed. The following figure illustrates the manner in which the mutation operator performs. The crossover operator generates new sequence by combining two other sequences or parents. The crossover operator that we applied is the two-point crossover. Two points crossover are randomly selected along the length of the first parent which determines three blocks of jobs. Jobs of the middle block are copied into the second block of the new sequence, called child, and the remaining jobs places of the first and the third blocks are filled up by those of the second parent in their order. Figure 4 illustrates the manner in which the crossover operator performs. 
Simulated annealing
The SA, introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) , is considered as a simple method of local search using a strategy to avoid local minima. This metaheuristic is inspired from a process annealing used in metallurgy. The technique involves to wear the metal at a high temperature where it becomes a liquid and then cooling it slowly making the metal on a solid state of minimum energy that corresponds to an ordered structure and stable solid.
SA is a stochastic optimisation and iterative method used to solve combinatorial optimisation problems. It describes the system evolution thermodynamic equilibrium whose objective function f is to minimise its energy, which is equivalent to minimise the makespan C max in our case. Starting from an initial solution 'X 0 ', the algorithm randomly generates a new solution '
where r is a random number from a uniform distribution in [0, 1], and T is the control temperature, called a system temperature. The SA algorithm starts from a high temperature T 0 which gradually lowered each time a number of iterations, iter pal, are performed to reach the final temperature T f . The best solution found is stored and the algorithm is stopped when no neighbourhood solution has been accepted during a complete constant temperature iteration cycle. the metal at a high temperature where it becomes a liquid and then cooling it slowly making the metal on a solid state of minimum energy that corresponds to an ordered structure and stable solid.
Simulated annealing is a stochastic optimization and iterative method used to solve combinatorial optimization problems. It describes the system evolution thermodynamic equilibrium whose objective function f is to minimize its energy, which is equivalent to minimize the makespan C max in our case. Starting from an initial solution "X 0 ", the algorithm randomly generates a new solution "X ′ " in the neighborhood "V x0 " of "X 0 ". This new solution is accepted if the variation ∆f = f (X ′ ) − f (X 0 ) ≤ 0, and if ∆f > 0, the solution X ′ is accepted if the probability p = exp(−∆f /T ) > r, where r is a random number from a uniform distribution in [0, 1], and T is the control temperature, called a system temperature. The Simulated Annealing algorithm starts from a high temperature T 0 which gradually lowered each time a number of iterations, iter pal, are performed to reach the final temperature T f . The best solution found is stored and the algorithm is stopped when no neighborhood solution has been accepted during a complete constant temperature iteration cycle.
The initial temperature T 0 is kept constant for iterations number or levels and then decreases until it is sufficiently lowered. It passes at a temperature T k = α k * T 0 , where α ∈ [0, 1] which defines the temperature decreasing parameter. In this case, the system is considered frozen.
The simulated annealing algorithm is presented as follows:
Algorithm 2: Simulated Annealing
Input parameters : T0, T f , T, α, Vx, X0, Cmax, Iter_Pal; X := X0; T := T0;
Nbr_iter:=Nbr_iter+1; T := α * T ;
The SA algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Hybridised algorithm
A PSO approach has the advantage to give a feasible solution but it has the disadvantage of being trapped in local minima and slow convergence. In order to improve its performance, researchers employed the hybridisation techniques with another algorithm. However, the SA has a strongly ability to avoid the problem of local minima. In what follows, we present the proposed hybrid algorithm which consists in a combination of PSO and SA approaches.
Algorithm 3 Hybridised algorithm
Step 1: Initialisation (population and parameters).
Step 2: Evaluate the objective value for each particles, and determine P k and Pg.
Step 3: Update the velocity and the position for each particles.
Step 4: Evaluate the fitness value for each particles.
Step 5: Applied the simulated annealing for each particles until the stopping criteria as follows:
Step 5.1: Let the initial solution X ′ for the SA, X t+1 and X t the position particle at the iteration t + 1 and t respectively. Let X ′ := X t+1 and X := X t .
If ∆Cmax = Cmax(X ′ ) − Cmax(X) < 0, then replace the position particle X by the X ′ , else generate a random number r ∈ [0, 1] and the position particle X ′ is accepted as the following criteria exp(−∆Cmax/T > r).
Step 5.2: Update the velocity and the position particle of X ′ and calculate the fitness values.
Step 6: Find the P k and Pg.
Step 7: If the stopping criteria is reached go to step 8 else go to step 3.
Step 8: Output the best solution.
Computational experiments
To test the performance of the proposed heuristics, computational experiments are conducted. The algorithms are coded in Delphi 9 and run on Intel Core i5 CPU 3.53 GHz with 4 Go RAM. The heuristics were checked with different jobs value in the set {10, 30, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000}. Processing times are randomly generated from the uniform distribution and are taken in the intervals
Tables 1-4 report the comparison results obtained from the computations. For each jobs number, 100 instances are generated. In each table, 'C max ' line indicates the number of times where the solution found by the heuristic is better compared with other solutions, 'opt' line indicates the number of times where the makespan is equal to the lower bound, 'time' line indicates the average execution time of each heuristic (seconds), 'dev' line indicates the average deviation of each heuristic and 'mdev' line indicates the maximum deviation of each heuristic. For the deviation of heuristic H, we calculate the relative distance between the solution given by H and the lower bound as follows: dev(H) =
Cmax(H)−LB LB
. After the generation, we have applied the proposed heuristics. The application of the first heuristic (heuristic 1) according the non-increasing order of the values (a j , L j , b j , c j ) of jobs (i.e. according the LPT rule) by considering the serial (S) or the parallel (P) selection of jobs gives several heuristics, which have noted by
LP T a j S, LP T a j P, LP T b j S, LP T b j P, LP T L j S, LP T L j P, LP T c j S, and LP T c j P .
Also, the application of the heuristic 2 according the non-decreasing order of the values (a j , L j , b j , c j ) of jobs (i.e. according the SPT rule) by considering the serial (S) or the parallel (P) selection of jobs provides several heuristics, which have noted by
SP T a j S, SP T a j P, SP T b j S, SP T b j P, SP T L j S, SP T L j P, SP T c j S, and SP T c j P . The application of the third heuristic (heuristic 3) which uses the Johnson rule (J) by considering the serial (S) or the parallel selection (P) provides two other heuristics noted by JS and JP
the heuristic SP T L j P performs better than the other heuristics, for a small number of jobs (n = 10, 30). Since n = 50, the heuristic LP T a j P performs better, and the values increase with the increasing of the number of jobs. For (a j , L j , b j , c j ∈ [1, 100]) and n = 10, the heuristic SP T L j P provides a better result than the other heuristics, so, from n = 30 the heuristic LP T a j P performs better. Comparing the heuristics in the case where (a j , L j , b j , c j ∈ [50, 100]), the heuristic SP T L j P works better and the values increase with the increasing of jobs number, whereas the heuristic LP T a j P becomes dominant for (n = 500, 1,000). For a j , L j , b j , ∈ [100, 150] and c j ∈ [1, 50], the solution found by the heuristic SP T L j P is better compared with other solutions, to reach the maximum value for n=250. This value decreases and allows to the heuristic LP T a j P to get in the first position for n = 1000. Comparing the heuristics between them, there are some experiments in which few heuristics perform better than the other ones, for a little number of jobs. We have interested also to compare the heuristics results using the same rule for the same value of (a j , L j , b j , c j ) with the serial or the parallel selection (example: compare LP T a j S with LP T a j P ), and we have noted that heuristics using the parallel selection perform better than heuristics using the serial selection.
The execution times taken by the heuristics becomes longer with the increasing of the number of jobs. Also, we have noted that heuristics which uses the serial algorithms need higher run times than the heuristics uses the parallel algorithms.
We have also proposed metaheuristics, which we have coded, to solve the same problem. These approaches are simulated annealing (SA), particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and the hybridised metaheuristics, simulated annealing and particle swarm optimisation (PSO-SA). For the numerical tests, we have followed the same stages carried out above. Table 2 Heuristics tests results Table 3 Heuristics tests results There are some parameters used for the PSO and SA algorithms which affect the efficiency of the algorithms. For the PSO, these parameters are as follows: the size of the swarm (population), is set to 45, the social cognitive probabilities, are set as c 1 = c 2 = 0.7, and the inertia weight, is set to w = 0.5. For the simulated annealing, the parameters are: initial temperature, is set to T 0 = 100, final temperature, which set to T f = 0.5, and the temperature coefficient which set to α = 0.99. Initially, we generate randomly an initial solution. The random approach offers more opportunities to obtain diversified solutions than using constructive heuristics which limits the solutions spaces. Tables 5-6 summarise the results for experiments. The both, PSO and PSO-SA algorithms reveal that perform better than SA on all experiments. However, the PSO-SA algorithm dominates the PSO algorithm. In terms of execution times, the SA algorithm takes less time than PSO and PSO-SA. Also, at the most of cases, the time needed for PSO algorithm is less than PSO-SA algorithm. Furthermore, the PSO-SA algorithm has better average deviation values than the other two algorithms for all jobs values. Then, we concluded that PSO-SA is more efficient than PSO. 
aj , Lj , bj , cj
∈ [1, 100] Lptcj S Lptcj P Lptaj S Lptaj P LptLj S LptLj P Lptbj S Lptbj P Sptcj S Sptcj P Sptaj S Sptaj P SptLj S SptLj P Sptbj S Sptbj P JS JP H * n = 10∈ [1, 100] Lptcj S Lptcj P Lptaj S Lptaj P LptLj S LptLj P Lptbj S Lptbj P Sptcj S Sptcj P Sptaj S Sptaj P SptLj S SptLj P Sptbj S Sptbj P JS JP H * n = 250
∈ [50, 100] Lptcj S Lptcj P Lptaj S Lptaj P LptLj S LptLj P Lptbj S Lptbj P Sptcj S Sptcj P Sptaj S Sptaj P SptLj S SptLj P Sptbj S Sptbj P JS JP H * n = 10∈ [50, 100] Lptcj S Lptcj P Lptaj S Lptaj P LptLj S LptLj P Lptbj S Lptbj P Sptcj S Sptcj P Sptaj S Sptaj P SptLj S SptLj P Sptbj S Sptbj P JS JP H * n = 250∈ [1, 50] Lptcj S Lptcj P Lptaj S Lptaj P LptLj S LptLj P Lptbj S Lptbj P Sptcj S Sptcj P Sptaj S Sptaj P SptLj S SptLj P Sptbj S Sptbj P JS JP H * n = 10∈ [1, 50] Lptcj S Lptcj P Lptaj S Lptaj P LptLj S LptLj P Lptbj S Lptbj P Sptcj S Sptcj P Sptaj S Sptaj P SptLj S SptLj P Sptbj S Sptbj P JS JP H * n = 250
Conclusions
In this work, we interested to solve the two-machine flowshop scheduling problem with coupled-operations in order to minimise the makespan. Then, we proposed several heuristics with computational tests for which we compared their results. Since, we have concluded for a j , L j , b j , c j taken their values in different intervals, that heuristics using the parallel selection, LP T a j P and SP T L j P , perform better than the other heuristics. Also, we applied the PSO algorithm and the SA to solve the problem. In the PSO algorithm, we introduced the mutation and the crossover operator. Furthermore, we developed a particle swarm optimisation combined with the simulated annealing (PSO SA). In order to evaluate the effectiveness and the performance of these approaches, numerical experiments are conducted and we compared the results. The computational results indicate that the hybridised algorithm performs better than the other proposed metaheuristics.
